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During the Last Glacial Maximum, from about 24,000 to about 18,000 years ago, and for several
thousand years thereafter, many pluvial (that is, rainfed) lakes filled the basins of southeastern
Oregon. The majority of those lakes reached their deepest water levels—called highstands—in the
last glacial cycle, shortly before 16,000 years ago. The closed basins of southeastern Oregon, also
known as the Oregon Outback, is part of the Great Basin, a series of basins and mountain ranges
where rivers and streams enter but don’t leave.

Each of these basins is much like a bathtub without a drain. If the faucet (precipitation) is on full
blast, then the tub fills quickly. If the faucet only trickles, then the tub fills slowly. If the faucet drips
slowly, then the tub may never fill. And if it is turned off entirely, then the water level declines as the
water evaporates. The rate of the decline depends on whether the faucet is turned on again and
whether the room temperature is cold or hot. Water will linger in the cold but quickly vaporize in the
heat.

Although simplified, this analogy illustrates how changes in precipitation and evaporation and their
balance—that is, the effective moisture—led to the rise and fall of pluvial lakes in response to
climate change. By studying the history of pluvial lakes, scientists can indirectly measure how
precipitation and temperature changed through time. That information can help them understand
how regional atmospheric circulation patterns responded to the advance and retreat of the northern
ice sheets.

One way to decipher the depth of ancient lakes is to look for remnants of the beach ridgelines or
bars that formed along the lakes’ shores. Steps often formed up the sides of the basins and were
frequently capped by gravel that protects them from erosion. These bathtub rings of shoreline
gravels, to continue the analogy, often preserve shell, charcoal, or tephra that can be dated or
identified to help scientists interpret when the water was at that elevation. In that way, they can
determine the depth of the lake.

Each basin has a unique morphology, or shape, and its form affects how quickly the level of lake
water rises and falls. For instance, the water level in a shallow and broad basin will take longer to
rise and will evaporate more quickly than the water in a narrow, deep basin because the broad
basin has higher water temperatures and more surface area and wind effects. Some of the basins
filled to their sill—think of the rim of the bathtub—and spilled waters into adjacent basins or the
Columbia River drainage. Researchers must consider all these factors when interpreting the history
of each lake and comparing it with others to determine regional responses to climate change.

During the later part of the Late Pleistocene—about 129,000 to about 11,700 years ago—the
ancient lakes that filled the basins of southeastern Oregon included Lake Alkali, Lake Alvord, Lake
Catlow, Lake Chewaucan (which became Lake Winter and Lake ZX when they were not high
enough to merge), Lake Coyote, Lake Fort Rock, Lake Goose, Lake Malheur, and Lake Warner.
The names of ancient lakes, with “lake” appearing first, differentiate them from their modern
remnants.

Records show many of these lakes filled basin floors in the Oregon Outback by about 30,000 years
ago, but they receded and then rebounded just before the Last Glacial Maximum began about
24,000 years ago. In the Early Last Glacial Maximum—about 24,000 to about 21,000 years
ago—the lakes rose to moderate levels but with dramatic fluctuations and regional variability. For
instance, Lake Chewaucan, may have been at 75 percent of its capacity by about 21,000 years
ago, and it may have reached its ultimate highstand, as deep as 375 feet, between about 20,000 to
about 17,000 years ago. That timeframe, however, encompasses substantial variability in other
basins, such as a decline of Lake Warner to just above the basin floor about 18,340 years ago,
before it rose again.

Interestingly, there are no well-established age controls for any of the highest pluvial lake stands in
southeastern Oregon. Lakes didn’t stay at their highest levels very long—only long enough to move
gravels into beach ridges ringing the basin (creating the horizontal bathtub rings that encircle the



basins) but not long enough for waves to cut into the bedrock along the shores. This means that the
high effective moisture required to reach and maintain high lake levels didn’t last long. In northeast
California, Lake Surprise reached its highstand about 16,200 years ago, which approximates other
pluvial lake highstands elsewhere in the Great Basin. Lake Warner reached its ultimate highstand
between about 18,340 and about 14,385 years ago. Lake Chewaucan had receded from its ultimate
highstand before about 15,940 years ago, based on the radiocarbon age of a duck bone in the
bottom of Paisley Caves. Lake Fort Rock receded about 15,760 years ago. So it is likely that many
of the Late Pleistocene pluvial lakes in southeastern Oregon reached their ultimate highstands
shortly before about 16,000 years ago. It would have been a very wet period in the Oregon
Outback.

After about 16,000 years ago, the water in the pluvial lakes of southeastern Oregon dropped
relatively quickly before stalling at moderately high levels about 14,400 years ago. Lake levels
oscillated between moderately high to moderate levels into the Younger Dryas—about 14,500 to
about 11,700 years ago, when cold glacial conditions returned—but were slowly declining overall.
By the onset of the Holocene, about 11,700 years ago, the water levels were just above the basin
floors, and they continued to decline as conditions dried.

People started occupying rock shelters along wavecut benches at Paisley Caves about 14,000
years ago, and not too long thereafter at Fort Rock Cave. Over the next 1,500 years, people using
long Western Stemmed and Clovis spear points left evidence of their occupations on the receding
lakeshores. Clovis points dropped from use while lakes were still moderately high, but people
continued leaving Western Stemmed points as they followed the water’s descent to modern lake
levels before about 8,900 years ago. When Mount Mazama blew tephra across the region 7,620
years ago, the large pluvial lakes were gone, and Mazama fell into small lakes and marshes like
those found in the region today.

Scientists have studied the history of Oregon’s pluvial lakes using various methods, including
archaeology, geoarchaeology, geomorphology, soils, tectonics, tufa geochemistry, paleomagnetics,
macrofossil distribution, and sedimentology. This multidisciplinary approach better informs our
understanding of how the Oregon landscape will respond to climate change, which in turn helps us
prepare for the effects of those changes.
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